Senses Art ideas
Why not have a go at a few of these ideas.

**Create a senses painting:** Think of an object that has a particular scent. Add this scent to the paint and then use it to colour in a picture of the object.

*For example, find some vanilla extract and add it to yellow paint and then create a picture of an ice cream. It also works with flowers and fruits.*

**Create a moving hand:** Use cardboard to create an outline of a hand and cut it out. Use art straws or normal drinking straws to create the different moving parts of the hand. Thread string through and pull it to the base of the hand. You have now recreated the way your muscles move your fingers.

**Create a skeleton using cotton buds and dark paper:** Create a picture of a skeleton using cotton buds and glue. Cut out a skull from white paper and stick them all down on dark paper to create your skeleton.